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Abstract  
In the present paper, a Finsler space  Fn whose Cartan's fourth curvature tensor Kjkhi  satisfies Kjkh|ℓ |m i =  λℓ Kjkh|mi + bℓm Kjkh  i ,  Kjkhi ≠ 0, where λℓ  and bℓm  are non-zero covariant vector field and covariant 
tensor field of second order, respectively, is introduced and such space is called as  K   h–generalized birecurrent 
Finsler space and denoted briefly by K   h– GBR– Fn, we obtained some generalized birecurrent in this space. Also 
we introduced Ricci generalized birecurrent space. 
Keywords: Finsler space; Ricci generalized birecurrent space; generalized birecurrent tensors. 
1. Introduction 
H. S. Ruse [8] introduced and studied a three dimensional space as space of recurrent curvature. The recurrent of 
an n–dimensional space was extended to Finsler space by A. Moor  [1,2,3] for the first time. Due to different 
connections of Finsler space, the recurrence of different cuvature tensors have been discussed by R.S. Mishra 
and H. D. Pande [15] and P. N. Pandey [14]. S. Dikshit [16], discussed a Finsler space in which Cartan's third 
curvature tensor R_jkh^( i) is birecurrent. M. A. H. Alqufail, F. Y. A. Qasem and M. A. A. Ali [11] discussed a 
Finsler space in which Cartan's fourth curvature tensor K_jkh^( i) is birecurrent. 
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F. Y. A. Qasem [4] discussed a Finsler space in which Cartan's third curvature tensor R_jkh^( i)  is generalized 
and special generalized birecurrent of the first and second kind. F. Y. A. Qasem and A. A. M. Saleem [5,6] 
discussed a Finsler space for which the  h– curvature tensor U_jkh^( i) and Weyl's projective curvature tensor 
W_jkh^( i) are generalized birecurrent. N. S. H. Hussein [13] introduced the K^h– recurrent space. Thus, the 
K^h– recurrent space characterized by (1.1)  Kjkh|ℓ   i = λℓ Kjkh    i , Kjkhi  ≠ 0, 
where the non–zero covariant vector field  λℓ  being the recurrence vector field. 
M. A. A. Ali [12] discussed the  K   h– birecurrent space. Thus, the  K   h– birecurrent space is characterized by    
 (1.2)               Kjkh|ℓ |m  i =  aℓm Kjkh i ,            Kjkhi  ≠ 0,                                                                       
where  aℓm  is non–zero covariant tensor field of second order is called the birecurrence tensor field. 
the metric tensor gij and its associate metric tensor g ij are covariant constant with respect to the h– covariant 
derivative 
(1.3)                 a)  gij|k = 0       and         b)  g|kij = 0 . 
The h −covariant derivative of the vector y i, vanish identically, i. e.  
(1.4)                         y  |k i = 0. 
The associate tensor  K ijkh of the curvature tensor K jkh i  is given by 
(1.5)                    Kijkh ∶= grj Kikh r . 
The Ricci tensor K jk  and the curvature scalar K  are given by 
(1.6)                a)  Kjki i =  Kjk     and     b)  gjk Kjk = K. 
The curvature tensor Kjkhi  satisfies the relation 
(1.7)                 Kjkh i  y j = Hkh i , 
The associate tensor Rijkh  of the curvature tensor Rjkhi  is given by 
(1.8)                Rijkh ∶= grjRikhr  
The Ricci tensor  Rjk, the deviation tensor Rh r  and the curvature scalar R are given by 
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(1.9)               a)   Rjkii = Rjk,     b)    Rikhr  gik = Rkr      and     c)   gjkRjk = R. 
Berwald constructed the curvature tensor Hjkhi  and the h(v)–torsion tensor  Hkhi  by means of the tensor Hki  called 
it by him as deviation tensor [9,10], according to 
(1.10)                  Hjkhi = 13  ∂̇ j�∂̇kHhi − ∂̇hHki � 
and 
(1.11)                 Hkhi = 13 �∂̇kHhi − ∂̇hH k i �, 
where 
(1.12)                 Hhi ∶= 2 ∂hGi − ∂s Gh i ys + 2 Ghsi  Gs − Gsi Ghs  . 
In view of Euler,s theorem on homogeneous functions we have the following relation 
(1.13)                Hjk i yj = Hki = −Hkji  yj. 
The contraction of the indices i and h in (1.10), (1.11) and (1.12) yields the following:   
(1.14)                Hjk = Hjkii , 
(1.15)               Hk = Hkii  
and 
(1.16)              H = 1
n−1
 Hii , 
where Hjk  and H are called h–Ricci tensor [7] and curvature scalar, respectively. 
The tensor Hjh.k defined by 
(1.17)               Hjh.k ∶= gih Hjki      
2.  An  𝐊𝐊    𝐡𝐡 − Generalized Birecurrent Spaces 
Let us consider a Finsler space  Fn in which Cartan's fourth curvature tensor Kjkhi  satisfies 
(2.1)            Kjkh|ℓ |m  i =  λℓ Kjkh|mi + bℓm Kjkh    i ,  Kjkhi  ≠ 0, 
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where  λℓ  and  bℓm  are non-zero covariant vector field and covariant tensor field of second order, respectively. 
The space and the tensor satisfying the condition (2.1) will be called K   h–generalized birecurrent space and h–generalized birecurrent tensor, respectively. We shall denote them briefly by K   h– GBR– Fn and  h– GBR, 
respectively. 
In view of the conditions (1.1) and (1.2), we may conclude the following results 
Theorem 2.1. Every K   h– recurrent space is  K   h– birecurrent space, but the converse need not be true. 
Differentiation (1.1) covariantly with respect to x   m  in the sense of Cartan, we get 
                      Kjkh|ℓ |m  i =  λℓ|m Kjkhi + λℓ Kjkh|mi  ,          Kjkhi  ≠ 0 
which can be written as  
                      Kjkh|ℓ |m  i =  λℓ Kjkh|mi + bℓm Kjkh i ,            Kjkhi  ≠ 0 
which it is the condition (1.2), where λℓ  and  bℓm = λℓ|m  are non–zero covariant vector field and covariant 
tensor field of second order, respectively.  
Theorem 2.2. Every  K   h– recurrent space is an  K   h– GBR– Fn. 
      Now, in view of (1.1), the condition (2.1) may written as 
                      Kjkh|ℓ |m i =  λℓ λm Kjkhi + bℓm Kjkh i ,            Kjkhi  ≠ 0 
which can be written as  
                      Kjkh|ℓ |m i =  aℓm Kjkh i ,            Kjkhi  ≠ 0, 
where aℓm = λℓλm + bℓm  is non–zero covariant tensor field of second order is called the birecurrence tensor 
field. 
Theorem 2.3. In  K   h– recurrent space, an  K   h– GBR– Fn is  K   h– birecurrent space. 
Transvecting (2.1) by the metric tensor gip , using (1.5) and ( 1.3a),  we get  
(2.2)             Kjpkh|ℓ |m  =   λℓ Kjpkh|m + bℓm Kjpkh . 
Conversely, the transvection of (2.2) by the associate tensor g   ip of the metric tensor  gip  yield (2.1). Thus, the 
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condition (2.1) is equivalent to the condition (2.2). Therefore K   h– GBR– Fn  may characterized by the condition 
(2.2). 
Thus, we conclude 
Theorem 2.4. An  K   h– GBR– Fn may characterized by the condition (2.2). 
Contracting the indices  i and  h in (2.1) and using (1.6a), we get  
(2.3)                    Kjk|ℓ |m =  λℓ Kjk|m + bℓm   Kjk. 
Showing that the Ricci tensor Kjk of  K   h– GBR– Fn  is generalized birecurrent. 
Thus, we conclude 
Theorem 2.5. In K   h– GBR– Fn , the  Ricci tensor is generalized birecurrent.  
Transvecting (2.3) by  y k and using (1.4), we get 
(2.4)                   Kj|ℓ |m=  λℓKj|m + bℓm Kj,  
where   Kjk y k =  Kj. 
Transvecting (2.1) by g jk and using (1.3b), we get 
(2.5)                  Kh|ℓ |m i =  λℓ Kh|mi + bℓm Kh i , 
where  gjkKjkhi = Kh  i . 
Transvecting (2.3) by  g jk, using (1.3b) and (1.6b), we get 
(2.6)                  K|ℓ |m = λℓK|m + bℓm K. 
Thus, we conclude 
Theorem 2.6. In K   h– GBR– Fn, the vector Kj, the deviation tensor Kh   i and the curvature scalar K are all 
generalized birecurrent.   
Transvecting (2.1) by  yj, using (1.4) and (1.7), we get 
(2.7)               Hkh|ℓ |m i =  λℓHkh|m i + bℓm Hkh i . 
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Transvecting (2.7) by y k, using (1.4) and (1.13), we get 
(2.8)               Hh|ℓ |m i =  λℓ Hh|mi + bℓm Hh i . 
Contracting the indices  i and  h in (2.7) and using (1.15), we get  
(2.9)               Hk|ℓ |m =  λℓHk|m + bℓm Hk. 
Contracting the indices i and  h in (2.8) and using (1.16), we get  
(2.10)             H|ℓ |m =  λℓH|m + bℓm H. 
Transvecting (2.7) by gji , using (1.3a) and (1.17), we get 
(2.11)             Hkj.h|ℓ |m =  λℓ Hkj.h|m + bℓm Hkj.h. 
Thus, we conclude 
Theorem 2.7. In  K   h– GBR– Fn, the h(v)–torsion tensor Hkh i , the deviation tensor Hh i , the curvature vector Hk, 
the curvature scalar H and the tensor Hkj.h are all generalized bircurrent. 
      The associate tensor Kijkh of Cartan's fourth curvature tensor Kjkhi  and the associate tensor Rijkh of  Cartan's 
third curvature tensor Rjkhi  are connected by the identity [7]  
(2.12)                Khijk − Kihjk = 2Rhijk. 
Differentiating (2.12) covariantly with respect to xℓ in the sense of Cartan, we get 
(2.13)                Khijk|ℓ − Kihjk|ℓ = 2Rhijk|ℓ. 
Differentiating (2.13) covariantly with respect to xm  in the sense of Cartan and using (2.2), we get 
(2.14)                λℓ(Khijk|m  − Kihjk|m) + blm�Khijk − Kihjk� = 2Rhijk|ℓ |m. 
Putting (2.12) and (2.13) in (2.14), we get 
(2.15)                 Rhijk|ℓ |m = λℓ Rhijk|m + bℓm Rhijk. 
Transvecting (2.15) by  gir, using (1.3b) and in view of (1.8), we get 
(2.16)                 Rhjk|ℓ |mr = λℓRhjk|m r + bℓm Rhjkr . 
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Transvecting (2.16) by ghj, using (1.3b) and (1.9b), we get 
(2.17)                 Rk|ℓ |mr = λℓ Rk|mr + bℓm Rkr . 
Contracting the indices r and  k in (2.16) and using (1.9a), we get 
(2.18)                 Rhj|ℓ |m = λℓ Rhj|m + bℓm Rhj. 
Transvecting (2.18) by ghj, using (1.3b) and (1.9c), we get 
(2.19)                   R|ℓ |m = λℓ R|m + bℓm R. 
Thus, we conclude 
 Theorem 2.8. In K   h– GBR– Fn, Cartan's third curvature tensor Rhjk r , it's associate tensor Rhijk, the deviation 
tensor Rk r , the Ricci tensor Rhj and the scalar R are all generalized bircurrent. 
3. Conclusions 
(3.1) The space whose defined by condition (2.1) is called K   h–generalized birecurrent Finsler space. 
(3.2) Every K   h–recurrent space is an K   h–generalized birecurrent Finsler space. 
(3.3) In  K   h– recurrent space, an  K   h– GBR– Fn is  K   h– birecurrent space. 
(3.4) In K   h– generalized birecurrent Finsler space , the  Ricci tensor is generalized birecurrent. 
(3.5) In K   h– generalized birecurrent Finsler space, the vector Kj, the deviation tensor Kh   i and the 
curvature scalar K are all generalized birecurrent.   
(3.6) In  K   h– generalized birecurrent Finsler space , the h(v)–torsion tensor Hkh i , the deviation 
tensor Hh i , the curvature vector Hk, the curvature scalar H and the tensor Hkj.h are all generalized 
bircurrent. 
(3.7) In K   h– generalized birecurrent Finsler space, Cartan's third curvature tensor Rhjk r , it's associate 
tensor Rhijk, the deviation tensor Rk r , the Ricci tensor Rhj and the scalar R are all generalized 
bircurrent. 
4. Recommendations 
Authors recommend the need for the continuing research and development in Finsler space due to its vital 
applying importance in other fields. 
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